Azure Cost Optimization
SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Compugen’s Azure Cost Optimization assessment helps you
maximize the value of your cloud spend.
Organizations have identified high costs as one of their
cloud concerns and rightfully so. Flexera’s 2021 State
of the Cloud Report indicates that 61% of organizations
are planning to optimize their existing cloud use – the
top initiative this year. Why? To mitigate approximately
30 – 39% cloud overspend.
Struggling to understand how much you’re spending
or how much you should be spending? In an Azure
world it can be difficult and frustrating to identify where
and how to realize savings. Compugen can help.
Optimizing your cloud spend
Determine where and how to get the most out of your
Azure cloud along with projected potential monthly
savings. Our skilled Azure specialists will help ensure
you don’t spend more than you need to.
Your assessment reviews seven key areas to ensure
that consumption, spend, licencing and budgets
are properly aligned. Technical elements utilize
zero-disruption tools so they can perform without
disturbance to your environment.
We’ll review all portions of the assessment with you
during the post-analysis workshop phase.
Upon assessment completion you will receive a highlevel analysis report identifying options for potential
cost reductions. Our team of Azure Experts will then
work with you to review and understand the analysis
and propose a detailed implementation plan to help
realize those savings. In as quickly as four to six
months, many customers realize cloud spend savings
by as much as 50%.
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Right Size Resources
Ensuring your cloud resources only
consume what they need to.
Terminate Zombie Assets
Eliminating unused infrastructure so
you’re not paying for something you
don’t need or use.
Scheduled Downtime
Turning off unused resources when
they’re not needed.
Reserve Resources
Reserving resources for infrastructure
that is always on or frequently used.
Configuration Optimization
Enhancing data tier, geo-redundancy
and type of disk configurations.
Licence Optimization
Evaluating licencing options that can
dramatically reduce costs.
Resource Tagging and Budgets
Tagging resources by business
area to better associate and align
budgets by business need, providing
better cost control and informed
decision making.
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Approach
What we do
• Assess and analyze your current Azure environment using Compugen tools
What you get
• High level savings projections
What we need
• Partner Admin Link (PAL) enabled Contributor access to your Tenant
Pricing

How the pricing works

There’s no charge to you for Compugen to conduct a cost optimization
assessment and present our findings. We will include projected savings and
our recommendations for how to realize them, along with estimated costs
for implementing those recommendations. It’s your choice whether to make
those changes yourself or engage us to do them for you.

Service Code

PSV-0849

Out of Scope

Implementation of the recommendations included in the report.
Remediation of any pre-existing issues.

Other services you may be interested in
Managed Azure
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Let Compugen’s team of experienced Azure specialists help you deliver an
environment optimized and automated for performance and give you the tools
to view and maintain it – stress-free.

Why Compugen
Our qualifications include recognition by Microsoft as a Cloud Service Provider (CSP) and full-service Managed
Service Provider (MSP), as well as authorization as a Microsoft Gold Partner, Premier Support Provider, Azure
Expert MSP and Azure Migration Program (AMP) accredited.
Our Microsoft Azure team includes 40+ certified Azure architects and cloud engineers with certifications as Microsoft
CSP and Microsoft MSP, database architects, cyber security specialists, as well as DevOps, network and hybrid IT
engineers, all dedicated to help you design, build and manage the Azure environment your business needs.
Compugen is a leader in Azure and Office 365 planning, deployment, migration, support and management.

SERVICES BY COMPUGEN
For more information on how Compugen’s service
solutions can help your organization please contact
your Account Executive, call 1-800-387-5045,
email cloud@compugen.com or visit compugen.com

